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Cover: Infrared aerial photograph showing abandoned rice fields along the Combahee River. Courtesy South Carolina 
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FOREWORD 

For more than four thousand year , 

humans have been growing and 

eating rice. The grain probably origi

nated in sou theastAsia; the Moors brought 

it to Spain in the early-8th century; then 

in r6o9, English colonists tried to grow ir 

in Virginia. The tory of its introduction 

inro outh Carolina is uncertain. 



Rice Miff Chimney (ca. 183o-ca. 186o). Laurel Hill Plantation. 

(South Carolina Department of Archives and History, State Historic 

Preservation Office.) 
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At least two traditions persist: one has Dr. Henry Woodward 

obtaining Madagascar rice from Captain John Turner and 

introducing it before 1685; the other has rhe treasurer of rhe 

East India Company sending a bag of seed rice to Carolina in 

1696. Regardless of rhe attribution, colonists were growing 

two varieties in South Carolina by 1696 when the colonial 

assembly designated rice as one of rhe commodities rhar could 

be used to pay the annual quit rent tax. 

By 1718, South Carolinians were exporting 6,773 barrels of 

rice, each weighing 350 lbs., to England and 2.333 barrels to 

other colonies. 

Originally, Carolinians grew rice on dry land, bur early in 

the eighteenth century, cultivation spread to swampy fresh 

water areas. By 1748, some planters were damming rain or 

creek water inro reserves to systematically flood their rice 

fields; in 1758, McKewn Johnstone ofWinyah Bay is said to 

have become rhe first to use the power of the rides to flood his 

rice fields with river water; and by 1783, Gideon Dupont of Sr. 

James Goose Creek had perfected rhe tidal culture of rice-a 

breakthrough rhar led nor only to rhe more efficient cultiva

tion of the crop bur to higher yields with less labor as well. 

With the higher yields came a demand for milling-a need 

Jonathan Lucas met a year or two earlier when he built the 



stare's first water-driven mill on rhe Santee River. Other 

tidal-driven mills followed, and in r817, he and his son 

constructed rhe first steam-driven mill in Charleston. 

The cultivation of rice required huge capital investments. 

Planters, who needed a skilled workforce to clear swamps, 

build and maintain dykes, and to plant, cultivate, harvest, 

and process the crop, purchased slaves to meet those needs. 

Thu , the growth of rhe Carolina rice culture was re pon

sible in many ways for the dramatic increase in the slave 

population. In Georgetown District throughout the first 

half of the nineteenth century, for example, slaves made up 

over 85 percent of the population. 

U nti1 the 185os, rice reigned supreme. But large-scale rice 

production was limited to the tidal marshes and inland 

swamp , while cotton became profitable statewide after the 

invention of the cotton gin. In its heyday, however, rice 

made a few hundred planters extremely wealthy. It also 

contributed to cross cui tu ration and the making of Carolina 

as a rich cultural hybrid. In the lecture that follows, it is this 

aspect of rice cultivation that Professor Littlefield describes. 

Alexia Jones Helsley 
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PREFACE 

T:his lecture was prepared for South 

Carolina History Day, 25 October 

994· I based it on my previous 

work and that of other outh Carolina 

scholars. It is presented with the addition 

of citations. I wish to thank Mrs. Alexia 

Jones Helsley of the South Carolina De

partment of Archives and History for rhe 

invitation and for her hospitality and that 

of other members of rhe Department dur

ing my vtslt. Daniel C. Littlefield 



Modern Lakes Mar/on • 
and Moultrie .,. 

The South Carolina lowcountry showing areas of rice cultivation. 
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FROM THE WEST INDIES 

D escribing the South Carolina gentry in 1773 the South Carolina Gazette commented: 

Their whole Lives are one continued Race: in which everyone is endeav

oring to distance all behind him; and to overtake or pass by, all before him . 

. . . Every Tradesman is a Merchant, every Merchant is a Gentleman, and 

every Gentleman one of the Noblesse. We are a Country of Gentry .... 

We have no such thing as a common People among us: Between Vaniry 

and Fashion the species is utterly destroyed.' 

Professor Richard Dunn uses this statement to suggest the character of a society whose acquisitive nature 

was established by conditioning in the West Indies. "Carolina planters of the eighteenth century," he avers, 

"had more in common with Barbados sugar planters of the seventeenth century than large gangs of slaves." 

But many of the early settlers who left Barbados for the Carolina region did so because of an inability to 

compete with sugar planters and their large gangs of slaves. One wonders, therefore, how or why they, their 

descendants, or others who came after them created a sociery that so closely paralleled the one they had 

fled? 
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Top: Kinloch Plantation rice barn in Georgetown, South Carolina. Opposite page: Kinloch Plantation rice 
mill in Georgetown, outh Carolina. (South Carolina Department of Archives and History, State Historic 
Preservation Office files.) 
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The answer, in a word, and somewhat too simply, is rice. For rice was the source of the wealth, the large 

plantation units, and the sizable slave holdings. Its cultivation created a world that differed from that of the 

Middle Atlantic tobacco growers. This world of great wealth required large plan ration units and sizable slave 

holdings. The wealth from rice produced a one-crop agriculture that helped make coastal South Carolina 

distinctive and caused it to look more like Barbados or some other West India island. Ir also exacerbated the 

distance berween rich and poor. 

By rhe middle of the eighteenth century, according to historian Charles Joyner, Carolina rice planters 

enjoyed the highest per capita income inN orth America and perhaps the fastest per capi ra growth rare in the 

world. 2 By r86o, rwenty-nine of rhe eighty-eight planters in the U n ired States who owned over three hundred 

slaves produced rice; nine of the fourteen planters who owned more than five hundred laves grew rice; and 
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Curing rice in South Carolina (South Carolina Department of Archives and History, photograph coLLection.) 

the only person in the United States who owned more than one thousand slaves was a outh Carolina rice 

planter-Joshua Ward ofWaccamaw. Ward served in the South Carolina Hou e of Representatives, in the 

Senate, and as lieutenant governor. His 1,092 slaves produced J,900,ooo pounds of rice in 1850. Ward 

developed a special big grain rice and received many honors for his high rice production) 
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THE IMPORTATION OF SLAVES 

Now what did this slave population mean practically? Well, for the rice growing regions it meant a 
demographic disproportion of blacks. "Only the African race," exclaimed the planter's daughter 
Elizabeth Allston Pringle, "cotJd have made it possible or profitable to clear the dense cypress 

swamps and cultivate them in rice by a system of flooding the fields from the river by canals, ditches, or 
floodgates, drawing off the water when necessary, and leaving these wonderfully rich rice lands dry for 
cultivation."4 

A twentieth century planter, David Doar, was less generous in attribution and placed responsibility for the 
development of rice culture more clearly with those of his own class. "As one views this vast hydraulic work 
[the rice plantation], he is amazed to learn that all of this was accomplished in face of seemingly insuperable 
difficulties by every-day planters who had as tools only the axe, the spade, and the hoe, in the hands of 
intractable negro men and women, but lately brought from the jungles of Africa. "s 

Despite the difference in emphasis, each writer calls attention to the role of blacks. For unlike the 
Chesapeake where slavery developed gradually, the proprietors provided for the institution in the Carolina 
region with the colony's inception in 1663. And while the black population grew slowly in the Chesapeake, 
the reverse was true in Carolina. Blacks were imported in significant numbers from about the 169os, but by 
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Ships left England, Portugal, and Spain bound for the Far East and returned from there to ports in Africa 

where slaves, spices, and rice were boarded for destinations in Latin America, the West Indies, and Carolina. 

1715, the black population outnumbered the white by around 40 percent (10,500 ro 6,250). South Carolina 

was the only colony in English North America where this disproportion existed.ln the ame years, the colony 

began the successful production of rice. 6 

It i worth considering whether, without rice cultivation, South Carolina might have developed in the 

direction ofVirginia-comaining a significant black population bur with a white majority in the first half 

of the eighteenth century. This argument may not be entirely sustainable since differences would be expected, 

but it suggests that economic factors play a powerful role in determining patterns of development. 
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PIONEER CON DITIONS 

A s in Virginia, most seventeenth-century South Carolina slaves came from the West lndie , some 
accompanying the original English settlers from Barbados. Although the colder winters created some 
disadvan rages for them, these blacks came physical ly and pharmacologically better equipped to cope 

with the new colony's semitropical environment than their masters. Their African background made them 
more disease resistant and provided useful cultural knowledge. They had a familiarity with tropical herbs, an 
ability to move along inland waterways using canoes or pi rogues, and skill in fishing-using nets, harpoons, 
and other implements, including drugs or poisons, to stun fish. These capabilities, among others, enabled 
them to live off the land more easily than their masters could. 

African expertise as well as the rough pioneer conditions of a new settlement made it easier for the slaves 
to obtain a degree of what has been termed "bucksaw" equality that did not mask their ervile status but 
doubtless enhanced their self esteem-factors that may have created for blacks in Carolina conditions 
somewhat analogous to those existing for blacks in Virginia. 

The northern colony's more temperate climate did not negate the usefulness of an African agricultural 
background. For while slavery was forming, Virginians made it po sible for blacks to work their way to 
freedom and, thanks to prior skills, some accomplished the feat. They were certainly more capable than the 
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A Sea Island rice field. Taken from Harper , November 1878. (South Carolina Department of Archives 
and History, photograph coLlection.) 

English townsmen who found themselves uddenly in tobacco fields. Enslaved blacks often worked together 
with white indentured servants, and treatment of the rwo may not have been all rhar different. 

In both colonies an inchoate sociery permitted rough equaliry among working blacks and whites. 



A q87 survey of adjoining tracts of what became rice land situated between Pee dee and Waccamaw rivers 
in Georgetown District, one belonging to WilLiam and Thomas Alston and the other to Francis and Cleland 
Kinloch. (South Carolina Department of Archives and History, Charleston District Court ofCommon Pleas, 
judgment Rolls, I788, # 223 A. ) 

Legi !arion enacted after Bacon's Rebellion in r676 brought rhis ituarion to an end in Virginia. The ouch 
arolina slave code of 1696, based on the Barbadian code of r688, announced the end of thi relatively benign 

period in the lowcountry. Both colonies increasingly embraced African labor and ouch aroli na increasingly 
embraced rice.? There the similarity ends. 
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PRODUCTIONS OF AGRICULTURE, ETC.-Continued . 
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ETHNICITY 

L
owcoumry planters benefited from the knowledge of their African bondsmen, many of whom knew 

more about rice cultivation than did their owner . Englishmen had no background in producing the 

crop and had difficulry making it grow. Africans had the expertise that Englishmen lacked, and the 

suggestion is strong that they taught Englishmen how ro raise the crop. Elizabeth Pringle may have said more 

than he knew when she linked Africans and the development of rice culture. Indeed, Carolinians adopted 

a preference for peoples from rhe rice-producing Senegambia region that lasted through most of the colonial 

period, although the vagaries of trade prevented that region's ethnic groups from always dominating 

importation statistics. In 1765, blacks outnumbered whites by more than two to one (90,000 ro 40,ooo), and 

Charlesron was the largest orth American slave port. By that dare, ouch Carolina looked more like 

Barbados than it had ever looked like Virginia. 

The force and significance of this demographic fact and some ofi ts picturesque implications are suggested 

by advertisements for slave runaways. "Lately run away from my plantation atAshepoo," James Parsons wrote 

in the South Carolina Gazette, 24 October 1761: 

two tall likely young new Bambara negro fellows, named Abram and Lymat . ... Also run away 

... about two years ago, a short chubby hairy Angola fellow named March, and about two months 



-----------------------------· ---------,,,;·,_ LATE L Y run away from my pJantation ac 
... ~,... Afoepoo, 'two taU likely young new BarnbariJ 

negro fellows, named /JbraiTt and L"}ma+, each of 
them .had on a crocus frock without f1eeves, a pair 

~~~ of black ftocking breeches, and ofnabur~h trow(ers. 
rv-_Jr AUo run away trom the (aid plantation, 3hout two 
~-· - · -years ago, a thort chubby hairy .dngoft~ /eJlow 

1 named March; and about two months fince 3 very black nip 
~· fhod {ellow. this country born, caUed Hat'), who f'pec1ks good 
·: Englijh, and is well known in C.ltarfes .. Tawo, and many placeS' 
~ in the (ountry : Likewife went away about this time twelve· 
~ month (two days after f bought hitn in the tnip in whic.n he wa~ 
· itnported} from Mr IYiiJidm William/on's plantation in St. Paul's 
: parifh a new negro lad cr t'be P41/J4 c:oun•ry, his country 
~ mme Arrow k will pay Ttn P4urtds reward, and all leital 
~ charges, for eaeh of the (aid negroes tbat fhaU be takm up and 
~ deliveted -to my overfeer at my (aid plantation, or to me ill 
~ Clu1.rlt1 ?'Ow1t ; and rwo H•uuJ,etl Pounth reward to any perlon 
' that thaiJ i"form againfi a white man. and '1 winty Pounds to 
~ an7 informing againft a tl3ve, h~rbouring any one of the to tel 
~ negroes upon convidion of the harbourer. I JAMES I'AilSONS. 

james Parsons ' advertisement for runaway slaves in the 24 October I76I outh Carolina Gazette. 



Hoeing rice. Harpers, November I878. (South Carolina Department of Archives and History, photograph 

collection.) 

since a very black slip shod fellow, this country born, called Harry . ... Likewise went away about 

this rime twelve month ... a new negro lad of rhe Pappa country named Arrow . . .. 8 

Virginians al o identified runaways in ethnic terms when necessary bur nor to rhe extent tharwas common 

in ourh Carolina. either blacks in general nor rhe African-born in particular were as great a proportion 

of the population there. Nowhere else among the English in North America was this scene replicated on a 

comparable scale. 
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These surroundings could not help but affect the cognitive processes of white South Carolinians, and the 

region was and is unique in maintaining an awareness ofMrican ethnic differences. Like Virginians, Carolina 

planters ultimately preferred to work with native-born laborers, who, as Governor John Glen once expressed 

it, "may on all occasions be more relyed on than Guinea slaves."9 But where Mrican-born slaves were 

concerned, they maintained their regional biases into the nineteenth century. 

Thus Charleston merchant Christopher Firzsimmons, trading in the West Indies in r8o7, not many 

months before the termination of the Adantic slave trade, instructed his agent to bring back new Mricans. 

"In the purchasing of slaves," he ordered, "you will be careful in the choice of them as well as in appearance 

and health as also to be of [an] approved nation." H e also indicated that he could tell the difference. "I went 

on board with a friend to examine the cargo," he reported, "and found the negroes looked healthy and in good 

order but very diminutive and not of an approved nation for the planters of this country."ro 

The slaves made their own ethnic evaluations. A nineteenth century bondsmen did so this way: "Peter 

and Sampson and David, dem ben an oudan' people Mrikan, one ben Gullah and one ben a Guinea-the 

Gullah ben a cruel people-and de Fullah be a cruel people, but Guinea ben a rough workin' people, and 

Milly ben a Guinea."u 

This awareness was reflected in the rwentieth century by a white Carolinian who tried to discuss race 

relations in terms of the mixed character of the black population. In this case he meant a mixture of Mrican 

ethnic groups rather than a mixture berween blacks and whites. "The negro population of the United States," 

he said, "is probably as much mixed as the white population."' 2 

Opposite page: Coastal Africa showing the areas of rice cultivation. Carolinians adopted a preference that 

lasted through most of the colonial period for peoples from the rice-producing Senegambia region. 
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CULTURAL PRESERVATION AND TRANSFORMATION 

W
ile rice was less labor-intensive than sugar, the scale of labor required made it more labor 

nten ive than tobacco. By limiting production to the wealthy, it established an aristocratic cast 

o ouch Carolina society. To begin a rice plantat.ion under the most favorable conditions, planters 

needed about thirty slaves. Moreover, because these slaves worked in larger production tmits than was characteri tic 

of the Chesapeake, they kept in closer contact with other blacks than they did with the master or overseer. 

The e conditions helped the slaves preserve a mea ure of African culture at the same rime they engaged 

in cultural transformarion. And the rapid imporrarion oflarge numbers of new Africans-rhe so-called "salt

warer" slaves-wirhin a relarively short period of rime helped to preserve the African narure of slave culture. 

Despite arremprs of the ouch Carolina legislarure ro mandare a ser rario of whire to black people, whites 

were in shorr supply on ome plantations. Consequenrly, blacks were given more responsibility. A Georgia 

merchant described rwo families purchased in Carolina as "hav[ing] been born on ... [rhe owner's] 

plantations, [and] are likely young people, well acquainted with Rice & every kind of planrarion business, 

and in short [are] capable of rhe Management of a plantation rhemselves." 13 

Contemporary ources suggesr char black foremen, or drivers, were unique to the ouch Carolina rice 

country during the colonial period-though they did fore had ow the basic organizarional pattern of the large 

antebellum planrarion. This circumstance of blacks pending much rime among rhemselves, even when they 
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were working for whites, explains why one historian has described colonial South Carolina as being essentially 
bi-lingual, with blacks speaking a patois that most whites did not understand.•4 This creole language survived 
into the twentieth century as the Gullal1 or Geechee still spoken along the Sourh Carolina-Georgia coastline. 

Three scenes of Mansfield PLantation: SLave chapel (top); typical slave house {ca.I8Jo-ca.I86o} (below Left); 
and oak avenue with an intact street of slave cabins (below left). (South Carolina Department of Archives and 
History, State Historic Preservation Office files.) 
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CROSS CULTURATION 

T his developing African American culture influenced the whites as whites influenced blacks . Thus, 

Charles Joyner relates , "Growing up on her father's Georgetown rice plantation, Eli zabeth Allston 

Pringle eagerly absorbed the storie 'Daddy Tom', and 'Daddy Prince' and 'Maum Maria' told her 

of their own childhoods in Africa. It was, she said, a 'very peculiar life, surrounded by hundreds of a different 

race."'•5 

Inrerchange between blacks and whites occurred in numerous ways and was quire pronounced in language. 

In this instance South Carolina was not unique. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century observers made 

frequent comment on the fact. The English visitor Sir Charles Lyell, travelling in up-country Georgia in r846, 

met a family in which black and white children had been brought up together and where the white children

illegally-had taught rhe black children how to read. "Unfortunately," he remarked, "thewhires, in return , 

often learn from the negroes ro speak broken English, and, in spite of losing much rime in unlearning 

ungrammatical phrases, well-educated people retain some of them all their lives. "•6 A previous English visitor 

had made much the same comment a century earlier. English actress Fanny Kemble thought that what she 

called the "Negro mode of talking" was "distinctly perceptible in the utterances of all Southerners," and she 

was distressed to find the process in operation with her own daughter: 
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"I am amused," she said, "but by no means pleased a tan entirely new mode of pronouncing which 
S[ally] has adopted. Apparently the egro jargon has commended itself as euphoniou to her 
infanrile ears, and she is now treating me to the most ludicrous and accurate imitation of it every 
time she open her mouth. Of course I shall not allow this, comical a it i , to become a habit. 
This is the way the Southern lad ies acquire the thick and inelegant pronunciation which 
distinguishes their utterances from the northern snuffle, and I have no desire that [all y] should 
adorn her mother tongue with either peculiariry.'7 

But in a situation where blacks predominated and whites were surrounded by them, the process was 
unavoidable. Professor George C. Rogers, perhaps with tongue in cheek, has referred to the modern 
Charleston accent as "high Gullah."18 

Two views of Chicora Wood. The main house, built by r820, was originally caLLedMatanzas, and was owned 
by prominent rice planter (and governor) Robert F. W Allston, whose daughter, Elizabeth Allston Pringle, 
lived a "very peculiar Life, surrounded by hundreds of a different race. " (South Carolina Department of 
Archives and History, State Historic Preservation files.) 



THE TASK SYSTEM 

R
ce was produced using the "task system." Rather than working gangs from dawn to dusk in assembly

ine fashion characteristic oflabor associated with sugar or cotton, the task system permitted a slave 

o complete an assigned amount oflabor, varying from one quarter to a half acre, depending on the 

job, and then left him free to work for himself. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THETA K SY TEM 

How the task system developed in Carolina is nor entirely clear. West Indian settlers who came to the 

mainland left a region where gang labor prevailed. Even in rhe islands, however, there were some jobs that 

seemed suited to tasking. 

As a general rule, one scholar suggest , tasking could be used with hardy crops that did not require minute 

supervision-like rice; or in cases where a production schedule was nor urgent; or where the labor force was 

scattered, making the close supervision that demanded gang labor difficu lt. In the case of rice, he seems to 

imply, the character of rhe crop dictated the system, bur he does nor indicate whether master or slave first 

perceived the need.'9 



Another scholar places the initiative with the slave. The task system arose, he sugges ts, because wealthy 
rice planters inclined towards absenteeism, and their lack of minute supervision permitted slaves, influenced 
by their African background, to establish a practice in which they saw some advantage. 20 

Still a third historian blames the environment. She writes that "constant exposure to heat, humidity, 
dampness, insects and poisonous reptiles made cultivating rice, without doubt, more objectionable and 
strenuous than cultivating dry culture crops and must account for the practice of tasking for work 
assignments. "21 

There is something to be said for all these explanations, and they all may be, in some measure, 
contributory. Whatever the precise lines of evolution, planters doubtless saw tasking as an advantage. It also 
benefited the slave and had important consequences for slave culture. The procedure became highly 
identified with, though nor exclusive to, the South Carolina-Georgia lowcounny; and it was used with sea
island (or long-staple) cotton as well as with rice. 

Bcause it provided slaves with significant amounts of rime for themselves, tasking gave them a measure 
of independence-they could work their own garden plots, hunt, fish, or do other jobs that contributed to 
their personal welfare. One former field hand commented: "a good active industrious man would finish his 
task sometimes at 12, sometimes at rand 2 oclock and the rest of the rime was his own to use as he pleased." 
Another said "I could save for myself sometimes a whole day[;] ifl could do 2 tasks in a day then I had the 
next day to myself. Some kind of work I could do 3 tasks in a day. "22 

TASKING AND MARKETS 

Tasking also permitted slaves the possibility of accumulation, for it fueled an internal marker system not 
unlike that in West India islands. In both Jamaica and South Carolina, for example, slaves traded in the 
marketplace, and in both areas masters purchased slave produce. 

The South Carolina Grand Jury objected in 1734 to what it called the "intollerable Hardship" brought on 
by rhe fact that "Negroes are suffered to buy and sell and be Hucksters of Corn, Pease, Fowls etc. whereby 
they watch Night and Day on the several Wharves, and buy up many Articles necessary for the Support of 
the Inhabitants, and make them pay an exorbitant Price for rhe same .... " The General Assembly attempted 
to outlaw the practice in 1730 bur without effect. The practice was still being publicly protested in 1742, and 
the runaway slave Bella was described as having been "almost every Day in rhe Market selling divers Things." 
At the end of the century, the legislature admitted defeat. It abandoned the attempt to prohibit slave marketing, 
conceded slaves the right to buy and sell their own goods, and sought merely to regulate the practice. 



TASKING AND COMMUNAL ACTIVITY 

While tasking spurred individual initiative, it also permitted communal activity, for the work songs that 

signaled gangs of slaves moving in unison could also be used in tasking. Singing represented maintenance of 

an African communal attitude towards labor and helped slaves, particularly slower ones, keep pace, even 

though they completed tasks individually. 

The system also enhanced family unity, for husband could help wife, or vice versa, if either finished a task 

first. Moreover, children might help parents. In the best of conditions, it reenforced the family as an economic 

unit because for at least parr of the working day, the family could work together and for themselves. 

And slaves who demonstrated a talent for management and gained the respect of the slave community by 

their steadiness and efficiency often assumed leadership roles in freedom. 

PROS AND CONS OF TASKING 

The tasking system benefited planters, for it encouraged slaves to complete an assignment quickly and well 

and attached them to the plantation as well. As one proclaimed, "no Negro wi th a well-stocked poultry house, 

a small crop advancing, a canoe partly finished or a few tubs unsold, all of which he calculates soon to enjoy, 

will ever run away."23 It also benefited slaves, for they were able to accumulate money and property and to 

validate their sense of self-worth. 

Nevertheless, slavery was a constant tug-of-war between slave and master. Some slaves complained that 

masters did not honor the task arrangement properly because they routinely created tasks that most slaves 

could not complete early; and some planters roundly resented the independence the system provided and 

tried to constrain ir in various ways. But the consequences of the constraints were so disruptive of plantation 

harmony in general and of a productive work regimen in particular rhat few planters attempted to alter the 

accepted custom for long. 1 4 

The concessions that lowcoun try (and other) planters made to the slave's ability to determine his own work 

pace, to choose his own avocations, to accumulate his own property, and to engage in his own marketing, 

recognized the slave's humanity. On the other hand, the extent to which a slave became satisfied with his 

situation-the object at which the planter aimed-made him an unwitting conspirator in his own 

enslavement. 



A couple ploughing rice. Harpers, November I878. (South Carolina Department of Archives 
and History photograph collection.) 



INTERRACIAL MINGLING 

e wealth permitted rhe absenteeism rhar an unhealthy environment encouraged. It also allowed a 

umpruous lifesryle and a hinr of dissipation. In the English Wes t Indies where blacks outnumbered 

hires in a range of from three to ren to one, slave concubinage became a custom. There, a planter 

wa almost expected to rake a black or mulatto mistress . Thi practice eventuated in a caste system based on 

color, where lighter-skinned people gained rights and privileges denied ro blacks. Though a similar gradation 

was never institutionalized among rhe English in North America, nor did rhe raking of slave mistresses 

achieve such open acceprabiliry, they came closer ro doing so in South Carolina than anywhere else. 

A critic complained in 1772 rhar: 

ro such a Pitch of Licentiousness have some Men arrived, that they cohabit, as Husband, with 

Negro Women, treating them as Wives even in public, and do nor blush ro own the Mongrel 

Breed ... which is rhus begotten; maintaining the spurious Progeny, as well as the Mother, in 

Splendor, whilst many virtuous and industrious white Women might be found, who, though in 

low Circumstances, would be a Credit ro a Man, and much less expensive .... 

He thought that "this scandalous Intimacy, which roo much subsists between the Sexes of d ifferent 
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Colours," was "a principal Reason why the Wenches are so insolent and useless to their Owners, a well as 
the Cause of their frequent Elopements, during which they are concealed and supported by their abject 
Paramours. " 

And Josiah Quincey,Jr., aNew Englander who travelled through South Carolina in 1773, also disapproved 
of"rhe intercourse berween the whites and blacks. The enjoyment of a negro or mulatto woman," he wrote, 

is spoken of as quite a common thing: no reluctance, delicacy or shame is made about the matter. 
It is far from being uncommon to see a gentleman at dinner, and his reputed offspring a slave to 
the master of the table. I myself saw rwo instances of this, and the company very facetiously would 
trace the lines, lineaments and features of the father and mother in the child, and very accurately 
point out the more characteristic resemblance. The fathers neither of them blushed or seem[ed] 
disconcerted. 25 

This interracial dalliance was usually berween white men and black women; seldom berween black men 
and white women, though that kind of relationship was by no means unknown. White women occasionally 
protested the prevailing practice, however, as Charles Myers discovered. He was forced publicly to "give 
notice afresh, to all persons whatsoever, nor to harbour, entertain, or credit his Wife, Mary Myers, who some 
rime ago eloped from him; and notice thereof was given in the public Gazette, forwarning all persons from 
harbouring, entertaining, or giving her credit in his name, as he is determined not to pay any debts of her 
contracting; and to prosecute, to the utmost rigour of the law, all such who shall harbour or entertain her." 

This notice was little different in rone from those posted for runaway slaves or indentured servants except 
that in those cases a reward was commonly offered for the fugitive's return. The papers seldom had occasion 
to print the fugitive's account directly. But Mary Myers, clearly a feisry individual, determined ro present her 
story to a candid world. A few weeks later she responded: "A MAN who forces his Wife from him, by 
inhumaniry, and preferring an old NEGRO WENCH for a BEDFELLOW, certainly cannot deserve credit. 
CHARLES MYERS, who advertises against crediting or entertaining his Wife might therefore have spared 
himself that trouble and expence." 2 6 

Unlike the situation in most southern states and in harmony with that in many of the islands, interracial 
marriages were not illegal in antebellum South Carolina. This may have been because, as one historian 
suggests, few people in the islands would have considered such a thing. 2 7 Or it may have been because too 
many people knew or suspected too much. 

John Ross, plantation manager, writing from St. Augustine where his loyalist sentiments confined him at 
rhe outbreak of the American Revolution, may have expressed the attitude prevalent in both regions. 
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Many planters built Charleston-style summer homes in Pendleton to take advantage of open space and 

summer breezes. Woodburn, with its large rooms, extremely high ceilings, and central haLLways, is typical. 

(South Carolina Department of Archives and History, State Historic Preservation Office files.} 



Concerning a black woman with whom he had taken up, he assured his father that "I wonder you should 

suspect me of any other connexion with such a Wench, than that of having got some children by her. I am 

not yet Old enough for dotage, altho my head & beard are become pretty gray." He did, however, at 

considerable cost, purchase his mistress from her owner and freed and sent his children by her to Scorland. 28 

Thus, there developed in nineteenth-century Charleston, as in Kingston or New Orleans, a class of free 

colored people allied in sentiment and by consanguinity to the master class. And though some of these people 

were immigrants from Sr. Domingue who fled the revolution against the French, the society into which they 

came had a place for them already. 
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THE CULTURAL HYBRID 

R
ce contributed to the making of Carolina as a cultural hybrid. Massive white immigration into rhe 

nrerior in the second half of the eighteenth century shifted rhe balance of power towards the interior 

and obliged planter oligarchs to consider rhe attitudes and outlooks of farmers and laborers bred 

on rhe continent. Bur rice, irs wealth, and rhe ramifications of its labor needs insured that the imprint of rhe 

islands would nor be effaced. • 
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